
Advanced Network 
Defense

Taking ethical hacking to the next level

You will prove that you are able to:
• Identify security weaknesses in computer systems or networks

• Expose weaknesses for system’s owners to fix breaches before being targets of compromise
• Apply hacking and pen testing constructively to defend against various possible attacks
• Analyse best practices in developing secure system and network configurations

• Establish a secure baseline in deploying machines in a protected state
• Stage advanced attack methods applied by hackers in order to mitigate risk to an acceptable level
• Execute techniques that are critical to the protection of enterprises against advanced threats

• Revise system deployments in as secure a state as possible while supporting daily business requirements
• Apply techniques required for malware identification even in the case of the malware not being detectable by any 

of your security controls

Jobs that use AND: 
PenTester
Cybersecurity Analyst
Software Engineer
System Administrator

Computer Programmer
Network Administrator
System Architect
Firewall Administrator

You will learn to secure enterprise architecture from a medium threat level, moving to more sophisticated threats, 
focusing on staging strong defences, fortifying risk protection and applying best practices.

This is definitely not a beginner’s course; participants will be expected to possess the knowledge of attempting 
attacks against a variety of platforms and architectures under the supervision of an expert. Ideally, the student will 
be CEH, ECSA or hold equivalent industry experience.

With this course you can be among the few who transcend the old idea of the hacker having all the fun, take pride 
being the defender, form an offensive mindset to skilfully orchestrate robust and solid defences and reinvent 
popular belief by beating the hacker at his own game.

You will be evaluating advanced hacking methods of defence fortification bringing you closer to establishing perfect 
security best practices and methodologies you can apply to secure environments. This course provides segmentation 
and isolation to reduce the effectiveness of the advanced persistent threats.

CAST 614 will cover fundamental areas of fortifying your defences by discovering methods of developing a secure 
baseline and how to harden your enterprise architecture from the most advanced attacks. Once a strategy for a 
fortified perimeter is defined the course moves on to defending against the sophisticated malware that is on the rise 
today and the importance of live memory analysis and real time monitoring.


